
My Redeemer Lives
Job 19:1-25

Verse 25 is maybe the coolest verse in the whole Bible (except for maybe John 3:16). You know why? It’s one of 
the coolest verses because it shows Job has HUGE faith. Remember, Job has lost a lot, and now we know that 
none of it - at all - is his fault. God allows everything to happen to Job just to prove to Satan that Job is indeed 
very righteous. And I think God allows it to happen, because God wants us to trust in Him just like Job! But, Job’s 
friends keep telling him that God is paying him back because - they say - Job MUST BE doing a lot of evil.  Can 
you believe that? Job is righteous, but his friends think that he must be cursing God. But Job is not cursing God! 
Finally, Job says “For I know that my Redeemer lives, and at the last he will stand upon the earth.” In other words, 
Job knows that Jesus is coming someday (even though he probably didn’t know Jesus’ name). So Job believes 
that no matter what happens, Jesus, the Redeemer, would come and make things right (that’s what the word 
redeem means). Can you believe how hopeful and faithful Job is? I just thought of something! Let’s make up a 

poem about hope. I’ll do the first verse; you do the second verse.
 Here it is:

Roses are red,
Violets are blue,

God gives us hope,
There’s nothing more to do!

Roses are red,
Violets are blue,

God gives us hope,
(You fill in the last line)!

From the Whirlwind
        Job 38:1-41     

 Have you ever asked a question and your teacher answered it with another question? You may 
say, “Mr. Arithmetic (not the teacher’s real name), how much is 100 divided by 25?” Then Mr. Arithmetic 
answers, “Well, let’s see. We’ve just talked about making math easier by thinking about things we use 
in every-day life that are very much like the math problem. So let’s try it. How many quarters are there 
in one dollar?” It’s frustrating, when teachers do that, isn’t it? Or you may say, “Mrs. Poem (again, not 
the teacher’s real name), what is it called in poetry when we give a human quality to an animal?” 
Mrs. Poem responds, “That’s easy, you are a PERSON (Mrs. Poem pauses after she pronounces 
the word person) and an animal is an animal. It sounds like the word Person. So what do you 

think it’s called?” Again, it’s very frustrating! I wonder if Job was frustrated in this story. Do you notice how 
God answers Job’s question with a bunch of questions? I counted 26…and some of them were very, very long 
questions. To be honest, I don’t think Job was frustrated AT ALL. You want to know why I think that, because God 
uses a little bit of math and a lot of poetry answering Job. So that Job can see how BIG (that’s the math part) and 
how GREAT (that’s the poetry part) is GOD. God is the One who makes the boundaries of the oceans (vv.10-11), 
and the One who sets the stars on their courses (vv.31-33). God is omnipotent! Omnipotent is a huge word that 
means all-powerful. So if you ask me, “What do you learn from this chapter?” I answer you with this statement – 
not another question. “God is all-powerful, so learn to trust in Him.” Now, isn’t that better? Oooops!!!!! (Did I 
answer you question with a question?) By the way, Mr. Arithmetic could have simply said “four (4)” and Mrs. Poem 
could have just answered “personification.” 
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Create in Me A Clean Heart
Psalm 51:1-12

Every kid knows exactly what a heart does. It pumps blood to every square inch of your body, even your itsy-bitsy 
little left toe, and then it brings the blood all the way back again. Yes, you probably know that. But do you know 
if you lay end to end all the veins, arteries and capillaries that are attached to your heart, they will stretch 60,000 
miles (that’s almost two and a half times around the planet)? Wow! Can you believe your heart can pump blood 
that far? With all that pumping, we know how important it is for a heart to work well. Have you ever seen that video 
of the drop of blood that travels through the heart? I get a little woozy just thinking about it. What happens if one 
of those tiny gates (doctors and nurses call them valves) gets rusty? Like an old cow-pasture gate on a farm it 
squeaks and squeaks (and it may not open). If it doesn’t open…Uh-Oh! I really don’t want to think about it; all I 
know is that it would be bad! I wonder if that’s what King David was thinking about when he wrote this Psalm. A 
Psalm is a story written with poetry. In fact, the silent “P” of Psalm should remind you of the word Poetry. I believe 
King David knew how his sin and disobedience had rusted-up his heart (poetically). I believe he knew he would 
die if his sin kept his heart gates from opening (poetically). I believe he wanted to clean up his heart (poetically, 
v.10). Notice that David, even though he was a king, could not clean his own heart. Only God does that. And when 

God does that, it’s not poetry, it really happens. In Matthew, Mark, Luke and John (in the New Testament) 
we learn how it really happens. God sends Jesus to clean our rusty hearts. Now our hearts, which are 

cleaned by Jesus, pump the spiritual blood of Jesus through all those miles and miles of vessels, 
so that we might live. You might love poetry, but don’t you love it more that Jesus cleans our 

heart - and that’s not poetry, that’s real!
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